Ionization Theory:

A water molecule is composed of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. When the molecule loses a hydrogen atom, the remaining OH molecule takes on a negative charge. As you walk along the beach, your body absorbs millions of these negatively charged ions, which alkalize the blood and tissue. Because of poor diet and high stress, we tend to accumulate and store excessive quantities of waste products, such as diacetic, lactic, pyruvic, uric, carbonic, acetic, butyric, and hepatic acids.

According to Dr. Theodore Baroody, author of Alkalize or Die, acid wastes attack joints, tissues, muscles, organs, and glands causing minor to major dysfunction. He asserts that avoiding disease and maintaining vitality, as we age, requires the maintenance of an alkaline environment throughout the body - which is virtually impossible to accomplish in our high-tech, high-stress, toxic society, unless we can walk on the beach every day.

The IonInfra creates precisely the same environment as the walk along the beach, only more powerfully because your feet are in direct contact with the ions being manufactured in the water. Place your feet in the water, turn on the unit and within seconds, millions of ions enter your body and begin to neutralize these tissue acid wastes.

The particles, fat, and mucous residues found in the water after bathing reflect the wastes that have left the body during the 20 to 30 minute session.

Your body will feel lighter after the first session with the IonInfra. You will think more clearly, have more energy and enjoy a greater sense of well-being.

How the IonInfra Premier Works:

Generating Ions

An ion is a charged atom that has gained or lost an electron which creates a magnetic field capable of attaching to and neutralizing oppositely charged particles. These neutralized particles are extracted from the body through the process called osmosis. Osmosis is a scientific term that is used to describe the movement of particles through a membrane from an area of lower concentration to an area of higher concentration. In this case, the higher concentration refers to the ion field that is set up by placing the array into the water while running the unit.

The array is placed into the water alongside the hands, feet, or body while the power supply delivers a low level direct current to the array. This causes the metals within the array in combination with water and salt to generate positively and negatively charged ions by separating oxygen and hydrogen in the water.
The practitioner determines the polarity setting through the use of litmus paper (pH strips) or muscle testing. We speculate that ions generated by the IonInfra travel through the body attaching themselves to a multitude of toxic substances, thereby neutralizing their positive or negative charge. It may be possible to reduce pain and other symptoms caused by a lifetime of toxic buildup in the body (assuming the symptoms are caused by toxic buildup). The long-term effectiveness of the IonInfra detoxification process depends on other life-enhancing changes a person is willing to make.

Doctor Testimonials:

I have had the unit for three weeks and have thirty-three appointments booked for next week. My patients love it.
~ Scott Melrose, D.C., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

This unit has become an indispensable part of my practice in a short period of time. It supports everything I do. My patients love it and I get great results.
~ Robert Connelly, LAcc., Sufferon, NY

This unit supports all of the modalities that I use and it seems to speed the healing until six o’clock every day.
~ David Jernigan, D.C. Wichita, KS

We have been using this technology in our office for six months. We have done over 1200 sessions and are very pleased with the results our patients are getting. **Conditions involving joint pain, skin problems, and fatigue have shown great improvement.**
~ Kerry Randa, D.C., Loveland, CO

This unit has added new life to my practice. After buying a practice, the transition was made much easier; and the excitement it created in my patients. This unit is the best referral tool I have.
~ Jack Hudgins, D.C., Lubbock, TX
Some Say Foot Detox is a Hoax?

That's nothing new, many have been saying it is hoax for years. Most all alternative therapies are disliked by someone. We would not sell something we didn't believe in ourselves.

In simple terms, improved micro-circulation means a healthier body. Through the use of the detox machine, **we are generating Negative and Positive Ions**, which can assist in the detoxification and re-balancing of your body. Through our study of Ion Detox machines, we feel they play an important part in regulating both the supply of oxygen and nutrients to the tissues, as well as the proper excretion of waste.

How Often Can I use the Foot Detox

Although we cannot pre-scribe the frequency of use here are some common guidelines:

Sessions:
1. Adults session is 30 minutes.
2. 8-15 year old children must use with adult supervision for no more than 15 min.
3. Under 50 years, OK to use it every other day for 14 continuous treatments, then stop for three weeks before starting the 14 treatment cycle.
4. Over 50 years, OK to use it every three days for 14 continuous treatments, and then stop for four weeks before starting the 14 treatment cycle.

Do not use more than three days in a row. Do not use more than twice per day.

Should I add anything else besides sea salt to my foot bath?

Yes, add any natural additives such as Green tea, dried citrus fruit peelings, boiled pine tree leaves, ground garlic or ground ginger can be used.

The Country Doctor Since 1984 Prices are as follows:

- 20 Minutes---$20.00
- 30 Minutes---$30.00
- 45 Minutes---$45.00

Package deals are available upon request.